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Abstract 
The present work experimentally investigates the effect of roughness elements onto zero-pressure-gradient turbulent boundary 
layer. We use an array of spanwisely-aligned cylindrical roughness elements attached on the wall surface to regulate the near-
wall low-speed streaky structures. With both qualitative visualization and quantitative measurement, it is found that the 
regularization only occurs in the region below the height of the roughness element, where the local streamwise turbulent 
fluctuation intensity can be reduced with about 10%. Moreover, it is also found that if the spanwise spacing of roughness 
elements increased to be larger than the mean streak spacing in the smooth wall turbulence, there is no streak-regularization 
effect in the buffer region, so that the near-wall streamwise turbulent fluctuation intensity doesn’t reduce. 
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1. Introduction 
Wall-bounded turbulence is widely encountered in both flow around high-speed transportation vehicles and 
atmosphere boundary layer. It is well known that the skin friction in the turbulent boundary layer is significantly 
larger than that in the laminar case with equivalent Reynolds number, thus providing the most dominant source of 
the total drag. Moreover, the transportation process of the sand storm mainly relies on the dynamics of turbulent 
atmospheric motion; in this sense, passive turbulent control provides efficient way to inhibit the sand-uplifting 
process and their near-ground transportation characteristics.  
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Recent advances in understanding the physics of turbulence promote both inspiring theoretical foundation and 
feasible realization ideas, which in turn stimulate the development of new turbulent control technique. Since Kline et 
al.1 discovered the existence of low/high-speed streaky structures in the turbulent boundary layer in the 60s of last 
century, people began to accept the fact that turbulence was not totally random, instead it contains multi-scaled 
coherent structures with varied pattern, among which the most important one is low-speed streaks: they universally 
exist in the buffer region and the lower part of the log region, their instability relates with both the burst event and 
the generation of high-order vortical structures, thus contributing to the generation of turbulent kinetic energy. 
Based on these findings, the prevailing idea of turbulent boundary layer control is to destroy the turbulent self-
sustaining mechanisms by manipulating the related coherent structures. Early efforts main used groove surface2, 3, 
riblet4 and oscillating wall5, with the basic idea of restricting the spanwise oscillation of low-speed streaks, thus 
reducing the generation of Reynolds shear stress related with burst. Recently, regularly-placed roughness element 
becomes a promising control strategy due to its simple geometry and reliable performance. Sirovich et al.6 used 
surface micro-protuberance to control turbulent boundary layer, their investigation showed that the  distributed 
micro-protuberance could achieve a drag reduction of about 10% in some case. Frasson et al.7 further used such 
technique onto the control of boundary layer transition. By placing cylindrical roughness elements onto the wall 
surface, they introduced steady low-speed streaks with moderate strength in the downstream, which effectively 
inhibited the amplification process of T-S wave, thus delayed the transition process. Wang et al.8 and Pan et al.9 
applied this technique onto wake-induced bypass transition control, where the introduction of roughness elements 
accelerated the early transition process, but suppressed the formation of large-scale structures. In addition, Lu et al.10, 
11 investigated the effect of geometric parameters of roughness elements onto near-wall coherent structures in 
turbulent boundary layer. 
The primary aim of the present work is to investigate the effect of roughness element onto the near-wall streak 
structures of a turbulent boundary layer. By manipulating these energetic coherent structures which are associated 
with the sand-uplifting process, we hope that the feasibility of this passive control method can be demonstrated. Both 
qualitative visualization and quantitative measurement is utilized to investigate the variation of streak spacing 
statistics and velocity fluctuation intensity in the inner region. Moreover, the effect of element spacing is also 
discussed. 
2. Experiment Method 
The present experiment was carried out in a low-speed water channel in Beijing University of Aeronautics and 
Astronautics. The test section of this water channel is 4800mm×600mm×600mm with optical access on both side-
walls. The oncoming free-stream velocity was U∞=86.1mm/s, and the corresponding turbulence intensity was 
Tu<0.8%. The boundary layer was developed on the surface of a plexiglas flat-plate with 4:1 elliptical leading edge. 
The flat-plate, with size of 10mm×600mm×2000mm (thickness×width×length), was horizontally positioned 200mm 
above the bottom of the water channel. The coordinate system was defined in a right-hand manner: x axis directs 
into downstream, y axis along the wall-normal direction and z axis parallel to the flat-plate leading edge, and the 
coordinate origin is the intersection point between the leading edge and the symmetric plane. Transition was tripped 
by a 6-mm-in-diameter rod transversely stuck to the wall at x=70 mm downstream from the leading edge, resulting 
in a fully developed turbulent boundary layer after x=700 mm. The velocity profile and turbulent intensity profile of 
the boundary layer at x=1020~1050mm is shown in Fig.1, which evidences that the turbulent boundary layer has 
been fully developed. The corresponding characteristic parameters are listed in Table.1. More details about this 
zero-pressure-gradient turbulent boundary layer can be referred to Pan et al.12. 
Cylindrical roughness elements with diameters d=4mm and height k=8mm were attached on the wall surface at 
x=1400mm, forming one spanwisely aligned row. The local boundary layer has thickness of δ≈40mm, leading to a 
height-to-thickness ratio of h/δ=0.2. In the present work, we tested two different roughness spanwise spacing: 
Δz=20mm and 40mm, and the smooth wall turbulence was also measured to form a baseline case for direct 
comparison. Hydrogen bubble visualization and two-dimensional Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) was taken in the 
planview (x,z) plane with various height. In the PIV measurement, seeding tracers with median diameter of 5μm and 
density of 1.05 g/mm3 were illuminated by a continuous laser sheet with thickness of about 1mm and energy output 
of 1.5W. A high-speed CCD camera (640×480 pixels) captured the sheet-sliced flow field with maximum sampling 
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frequency of 200 Hz. To conduct the planview measurement, the laser sheet was positioned parallel to the flat-plate. 
The sampling frequency of the CCD camera was 100Hz, with exposure time of 2ms. Particle images were analyzed 
by the approach of multi-grid iteration with window deformation13, the interrogation windows of the final pass has a 
size of 32×32pixels and overlap rate of 75%. The system error of the velocity measurement was estimated to be 
about 1%. For each measurement station, two replicates of image sampling were taken, each captures 10000 frames, 
corresponding to a time duration of 200s. Such ensemble was large enough to yield converged statistics of velocity 
fluctuation intensity.  
 
Fig.1 Wall-normal profile of the mean velocity  U+(y+) and the velocity fluctuation intensity  urms (y+) and vrms (y+) in the turbulent boundary layer. 
○ x=1020mmˈ× x=1035mmˈ* x=1050mmˈ——U+=y+ˈ······ U+=klny++C, κ=0.41, C=5.0.  
Table.1 Characteristic parameters of the turbulent boundary layer 
U∞ (mm/s) δ (mm) δ1 (mm) θ (mm) H Reθ uτ (mm/s) δ+ 
86.1 39.3 8.7 5.9 1.47 481 4.6461 173 
3. Effects of roughness on streak structures 
3.1. Flow Visualization 
As the dominant structures in the inner layer of wall turbulence, low-speed streaks play important role in the 
production of both turbulent kinetic energy and Reynolds shear stress. Previous investigation revealed that the 
instability and breakdown of streaky structures was the key part of turbulent self-sustaining mechanisms12, 13. 
Therefore, by suppressing the instability of streaks or even regularizing them, the turbulent fluctuation in the inner 
layer can be controlled. Fig.2 compares the typical visualized pattern of low-speed streaks between the baseline case 
and the case with roughness elements (the controlled case). Comparing to the baseline case (as shown in Fig.2), the 
controlled case presents more regular pattern of streak presents when the element spacing is Δz=20mm. Such 
regularization can be characterized as: 1) most streaks appears regularly in the downstream of each element, i.e. 
their spanwise location is nearly fixed; 2) their oscillation amplitude is significantly smaller than that in the baseline 
case, which suggests that the sinuous streak instability14 is more or less inhibited. 
Further visualization shows that, the above regularization effect does persistently appear in the flow layer below 
the roughness height h=8mm (corresponding to y+=32, the lower edge of the log region), and persists till 
Δx=80~100mm downstream of these elements. However, with the roughness spacing increased to Δz= 40mm, the 
regularization diminished, i.e. low-speed streaks appears more randomly along spanwise direction. While in the 
region beyond the roughness height (y>8mm), no regularization effect is further observed for both Δz; instead, the 
streak present characteristics similar to that in the baseline case.  
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Fig.2 Comparison of near-wall streak pattern between the baseline case and the controlled case: (a) the baseline case; (b) the controlled case with 
Δz=20mm. Hydrogen bubble time-line visualization, the platinum wire was placed at xw=1410mm and yw=8mm. Noting that x+ indicates the 
streamwise distance away from the roughness elements, normalized by inner scale. 
3.2. Statistics of streak spacing 
Hydrogen bubble visualization can only qualify the regularization effect of roughness elements onto low-speed 
streaks. In order to provide further quantitative evidence, we statistically analyze their spanwise spacing, which 
needs to identify streaky structures from instantaneous 2D velocity field. The streak identification method used in 
the present work follows three steps: 1) due to the fact that the low-speed streak owns momentum lower than its 
surroundings and presents streamwise elongated pattern, the instantaneous velocity field u(x, z, y=yi, t=ti) is 
binarized with threshold ±uT, i.e. the regions with u<-uT are regarded as low-momentum region, while those with 
u>uT as high-momentum region; 2) the skeleton of each low/high momentum region is calculated by means of digit 
image processing procedure, if one skeleton presents streamwise-elongated pattern, then it can be deemed as streaky 
structures; 3) the spacing of neighbouring low-speed streaks is counted. Noting that streaks always present merging 
pattern or splitting pattern, to avoid statistic bias from this phenomena, only those two low-speed streaks which are 
spanwisely separated by one high-speed streak can be regarded as 'neighbouring' structures. Moreover, the 
binarizing threshold uT is critical for the size and shape of streaky structures; here, we choose uT=15%U  by trial and 
error. U  is the global mean streamwise velocity at the measurement layer. 
Fig.3 presents the probability density function (pdf) of the streak spanwise spacing f(λz+) at typical streamwise and 
wall-normal positions. In Fig.3, the three rows of sub-figures represent the baseline case, the controlled case with  
Δz=20mm and the controlled case with Δz=40mm, respectively. And the three columns show f(λz+) at x+=133, 225 
and 409 downstream from the roughness. In each sub-figure, the results in two different height, y+=12 and 32 is 
presented. The former locates in the buffer layer, while the latter is in the bottom region of the log layer and 
corresponds to the top of the roughness elements. As shown in Fig.3, for the baseline case the streak spacing λz+ 
presents standard log-normal distribution at y+=12, with long tail in the right direction. The primary peak of the 
streak spacing’s probability distribution centers around λz+=100, in accordance with previous studies. In a higher 
layer at y+=32, the pdf peak moves along right direction to about λz+=120, and an additional minor peak appears in 
the range of λz+=180~220 (as indicated by arrow A in Fig.3). This secondary pdf peak seems to be caused by the 
streak merging process which occurs in combination of streak lift-up process15, 16, but further evidence is still needed 
to support this conjecture. 
In contrast to the case of smooth wall turbulence, the existence of the roughness elements with Δz=20mm moves 
f(λz+) along left direction at x+=133 downstream in the buffer layer (y+=12), whose primary pdf peak locates at 
λz+=80, corresponding to the roughness spacing Δz=20mm. This suggests that roughness elements regulate the 
streak spacing in this flow region. With the increase of streamwise position, f(λz+) moves gradually towards right 
direction, and a secondary pdf peak appears around λz+=130 at x+=225 (indicated by arrow C in Fig.3) where the 
primary pdf peak still owns smaller λz+ than that of the baseline case. This suggests that the controlling effect of 
roughness elements is in a state of competition with the streak generation mechanisms of wall turbulence. Further 
downstream to x+=409, f(λz+) returns to a log-normal distribution with single peak, similar to that of the baseline 
case, suggesting that the controlling effect has almost decayed here. On the other hand, at the bottom region of the 
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log layer (y+=32), the curve of f(λz+) does not present visible movement, the primary pdf peak locates at the same λz+ 
with that of the baseline case, while no secondary pdf peak appears here. It should be stressed that, the currently 
used roughness elements have a height of h=8mm, equal to the measured flow layer of y+=32. Above y+=32 similar 
phenomena can be also observed, this suggests that roughness elements cannot regulate the streak spacing in the 
flow layer beyond the roughness height, but still can inhibit the streak merge process there. 
For the case of Δz=40mm, f(λz+) in the buffer layer (y+=12) presents similar distribution to that of the baseline 
case. While in the bottom region of log layer (y+=32), in the streamwise range close to the roughness elements, the 
secondary pdf peak in f(λz+) of the baseline case is again suppressed, but such suppression effect gradually 
diminishes with streamwise position, leading to a re-appearance at x+=409, whose location in λz+ axis is equal to that 
of the baseline case, but with smaller amplitude.  
Fig.4 compares the x-variation of mean streak spacing zO  between the baseline case and the controlled case at 
different height. The control effect onto zO  can be clearly shown here. Below the log layer (y+≤32), zO  of the 
baseline case does not change with x+ significantly, and the magnitude increases with wall-normal height, this is in 
accordance with previous studies17. With the roughness elements of Δz=20mm, the magnitude of zO  reduces at all 
the investigated flow layer, with the reduction amplitude decreases with streamwise direction. In the buffer layer 
(y+=12), such control strategy achieves a reduction of 10% at x+=133. Combing with Fig.3, most of the low-speed 
streaks appear right behind the roughness elements for the case of Δz=20mm. According to Bakchinov et al.18, 
White et al.19 and Zhang et al.20, these streaks originate from the competition between the wake deficit behind the 
roughness and the near-wall induction from the roughness-generated streamwise vortical structures. The roughness 
element used here has moderate h/δ, so that the wake deficit plays the dominant role, leading to the generation of 
single low-speed streak behind one roughness element. However, due to the decaying characteristics of the 
roughness wake, the length of these roughness-induced streaks are always smaller than Δx+=200, which makes the 
streak self-generation mechanisms recovers its dominancy after x+=225, thus leading to the restoration of zO  to the 
level of the baseline case. In addition, the restoration rate of zO  significantly slows down at the bottom region of log 
layer (y+=32), this is mainly caused by the suppression effect of roughness elements onto the secondary pdf peak in 
f(λz+) (shown in Fig.3). In the higher layer (y+=42), a reduction of zO  on the order of 10% can be achieved in the 
streamwise range of Δx+=500, this again suggests that by inhibiting the streak merging process, roughness elements 
can effectively reduce the appearance probability of coherent structures with large spanwise wavelength 
 
Fig.3 The probability density function of the streak spanwise spacing f(λz+) at typical streamwise/wall-normal position, both the baseline case and 
the controlled case are presented for direct comparison. ○ y+=12 ■ y+=32, black solid line is the log-normal distribution fitting, and the pink solid 
line is the B-spline fitting. 
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Fig.4 Comparison of the x-variation of mean streak spacing zO  between the baseline case and the controlled case: (a) y+=44; (b) y+=32; (c) y+=20; 
(d) y+=12. 
3.3. POD analysis 
On considering that the wake of the roughness element is 'embedded' into both random fluctuation field and 
streak-type disturbance originated in the wall turbulence, we use Proper Orthogonal Decomposition technique (POD) 
to decompose the wake characteristics from turbulence flow-field. Details of the POD technique can be found in 
Feng et al.21. Fig.5(a) compares the POD energy spectrum at y+=12 between the baseline case and the controlled 
case. POD energy spectrum measures the relative contribution to total turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) of each POD 
mode. As shown in Fig.5(a), the POD energy spectrum does not change significantly with the existence of 
roughness elements, which suggests that this control strategy is a 'weak' control. Fig.5(b)~(d) gives the typical POD 
base function (only the u component is given). For the baseline case, the 4th-rank mode presents typical pattern of 
spanwisely alternated low-/high-speed streak whose characteristic spanwise spacing is about λz+=100 (see Fig.5b), 
this provides a distinct ‘streak mode’. For the controlled case of Δz=20mm, the 14th-rank mode presents the pattern 
of regular wake behind each roughness element; however, a sinuous variation of this wake pattern appears after 
about x+=300, suggesting that the wake pattern gradually loses its dominancy in the downstream, so that the mode 
there is contaminated by the original ‘streak mode’. For the case of Δz=40mm, the wake pattern appears in the 4th-
rank. Since POD analysis ranks POD modes according to their relative TKE contribution, the fact that roughness 
wake does not occupy the first POD modes again evidences the 'weak' control feature. 
 
Fig.5 Comparison of POD analysis between baseline case and controlled case: (a) POD energy spectrum; (b) the 4th-rank POD basis function in 
the baseline case; (c) the 14th-rank POD basis function in the controlled case of Δz=20mm; (d) the 4th-rank POD basis function in the controlled 
case of Δz=40mm. In (b)~(d) only the u component is shown. Black dashed lines indicate the spanwise position of roughness elements. 
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4. Effects on turbulent fluctuation intensity 
With the moderate manipulation of the near-wall low-sped streak structures, the roughness elements may affect 
the near-wall turbulence generation process. In this sense, the variation of turbulent fluctuation intensity is studied 
here. 
 Fig.6(a)~(d) presents the spanwise distribution of streamwise velocity fluctuation intensity urms at different wall-
normal and streamwise positions. For the controlled case of Δz=20mm and 40mm, the profile of urms(z) both 
presents localized minimum right behind each roughness elements (at x+=130 in Fig.6a~b) in the lower region below 
y+=20, in accordance with the local minimum of U  originated from the roughness wake. This local minimum of 
urms gradually restores to the baseline case in the downstream. Noting that in the case of Δz=40mm, harmonics still 
presents between two local minimum of urms(z), indicating the footprint of streamwise vortical structures generated 
by the roughness elements. In general, urms(z) at x+=130 and y+=12~20 is smaller than that of the baseline case when 
Δz=20mm, this suggests that the turbulence inhibition effect is not just confined in the roughness region. For a 
higher layer beyond the roughness height (y+=32, 44), urms(z) does not present significant spanwise regularization, 
which agrees well with both the visualized flow pattern and the streak spacing statistics discussed above. 
  
(a) y+=12 (b) y+=20 
  
(c) y+=32 (d) y+=44 
Fig.6 Spanwise profile of streamwise velocity fluctuation intensity urms as a function of height and streamwise position. In order to indicate the 
spanwise position of the roughness elements, z-axis is not normalized here. 
The effect of roughness elements onto the near-wall fluctuation intensity can be qualitatively observed from 
Fig.6(a). However, due to the three-dimensional nature of such control method, we need to take the spanwise 
variation into consideration, so that the field-averaged velocity fluctuation intensity is taken as a global measure of 
the controlling effect. By integrating urms(y) along spanwise direction, we can get the spanwise-averaged streamwise 
velocity fluctuation intensity  rmsu  at specified (x, y) position.  
Fig.7(a) compares the wall-normal distribution of  rmsu  at three streamwise station (x+=130, 330 and 530 
downstream the roughness elements) between the baseline case and the controlled case. As shown in  
Fig.7, the controlled case of Δz=20mm presents a reduction of  rmsu  up to more than 25% below y+=12 in the 
vicinity of the roughness elements, but the reduction effect gradually diminishes along streamwise direction. On the 
contrary, the controlled case with Δz=40mm slightly increases  rmsu  at the same flow layer, and both the two 
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controlled cases present larger  rmsu  once the flow layer exceeding y+=20. This is mainly caused by the induction 
effect of streamwise vortical structures generated behind roughness elements, which intensifies the mixing process 
between different flow layers.  
On considering the streamwise decaying characteristics of controlling effect, we further integrate  rmsu  along 
streamwise direction in the range of x=30~120mm, yielding rmsu  which takes into account both the spanwise 
variation and the streamwise restoration.  
Fig.7(b) presents the wall-normal distribution ( )rmsu y  for all the three cases. As shown in  
Fig.7(b), the flow layer of y+=20 forms the interface of different control effect, below which the controlled case 
with Δz=20mm reduces rmsu  to about 10% and the Δz=40mm case enhance rmsu  by about 10%, i.e., roughness 
elements with spanwise spacing larger than the mean streak spacing has no positive effect onto the near-wall 
fluctuation of streamwise component.  
 
 
 
Fig.7 Streamwise velocity fluctuation intensity distribution for all the three cases. (a) profile of  rmsu  at different streamwise station; (b) profile of 
( )rmsu y . The x-axis is normalized by U∞, the y-axis has the unit of (mm). 
5. Conclusion 
The present work mainly deals with the effect of roughness elements onto zero-pressure-gradient turbulent 
boundary layer. With both qualitative visualization and quantitative measurement, it is found that when the spanwise 
spacing of roughness elements is Δz=20mm, low-speed streaky structures in the inner region of the turbulent 
boundary layer can be regularized; however, this regularization only occurs in the region below the roughness height 
h, and is limited within streamwise range of about Δx+=250. As a result, the global streamwise turbulent fluctuation 
intensity below y<h reduced with about 10%. Such a reduction can be attributed to the near-wall induction from the 
roughness-generated structures, e.g. low momentum wake and streamwise vortices; however, the streamwise 
turbulent fluctuation in the higher region of y>h exhibits a slight increase, and is associated with the vortical 
disturbance introduced by the roughness elements beyond them. Moreover, it is also found that if the spanwise 
spacing of roughness elements increases to be larger than the mean streak spacing in the smooth wall turbulence, i.e. 
Δz=40mm, the streak-regularization effect is minor comparing to that in the case of Δz=20mm, so that the 
suppression of the turbulence intensity in the near-wall region is negligible. 
In summary, it has been demonstrated that passive wall-attached roughness elements has the ability of 
manipulating the energetic near-wall streaky structures. The critical condition is that their spanwise spacing might 
be smaller than the original streak spacing. Since the near-wall turbulent intensity can be suppressed, this control 
method might be feasible for controlling the sand-uplifting process and the ensuing transportation characteristics of 
a sand storm.  
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